BLOG

High Tech unit launches Agile
Work Location Manifesto
Like many others, we - the High Tech business unit of ICT Netherlands- certainly had
not expected to be working from home for nearly half a year now. As a projectoriented organization - developing complex technical software for our customers we were accustomed to having the project teams sit together in our office. Although
the IT infrastructure to work from home was always in place, it felt much more
comfortable to have all team members work in the same location. Being out of the
office was a rarity.
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Taking this as a starting point, we began working on
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we are embedding in our project organization to make
it future proof.
It’s a new way of thinking that is in line with the desire
of our colleagues to be more self-organizing. We
are already seeing benefits in our projects in terms of
team members having more control over their way of
working. This leads to a more attractive and satisfying
work environment.

While there is value in the items on the right, we value the items
on the left more. The items are not put in the list based on a
priority, all are equally important.

Teams will use these items as guidelines to decide when to
meet in person (as a team) and when to work from their
individually chosen location. We believe this has many
benefits, e.g. more autonomy as a team to decide how
you want to work, choosing your location depending on
the type of work you do, flexibility in schedule, etc. Having
more influence on the process will lead to happier people,
resulting in more efficiency and higher productivity, and
therefore satisfied customers. The Manifesto aims to take
‘the best of both worlds’: work individually at your chosen

This is part of our future. Would you
like to discuss yours? Contact us at
tjitske.hartman@ict.nl

location and come together as a team when the project
requires personal interaction.
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